
SECTIONS IN THIS RECIPEWHAT YOU WILL NEED

USING DISCUSSIONS: NEW AND IMPROVED FUNCTIONALITY

Serves: Instructors

The new Learning Environment contains many time-saving and innovative design additions that enable instructors to better incorporate discussions into the flow 

of their course. Use Discussions settings to optimize student participation and facilitate improved and targeted contributions from students. The new Reading View 

makes discussions faster and easier to navigate through, and provides at-a-glance viewing of threads within topics, while a deeper integration of Discussions with 

course content and assessments allows instructors to efficiently organize their courses.

Benefits:
•   Ability to incorporate and create discussion topics and threads within the content of the course.

•   New Reading View is easy to navigate.

•   Ability to incorporate rubrics into assessable topics, allowing students to see course expectations while composing threads.

•   Increase discussion participation in a targeted and meaningful way.

Requires your institution to have Learning Environment 10.2 or higher
Note: Many of the features described in the recipe can be found in earlier versions of Learning Environment, 
but you may not be able to accomplish all tasks in this recipe with older versions

Instructors must have proper permissions enabled for their role.

Discussions 10.2 - What’s new?

Increase course participation

Integrate discussion topics into Content

Create discussion forums and topics



Reading View: An improved Reading View is available for all Discussions users. This view 
is easier to read and navigate when following discussions, and allows users to post 
responses inline. Participating in discussions is now a simpler and more streamlined 
process.

Restore deleted forums and topics: You can now restore deleted discussion forums and 
topics, meaning that any content you delete (accidentally or intentionally) in Discussions 
can be retrieved, ensuring no student responses are ever lost.

Rubrics: Assessable topics with attached rubrics now display a clickable copy of the rubric 
in the information header of the topic. Students can open this rubric and see the grading 
expectations before they begin posting in the topic, giving them a clearer idea of what 
they need to demonstrate in the discussion in order to succeed.
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INCREASE COURSE PARTICIPATION

Accessibility 

Your students will be more likely to participate in discussions if they are easily 
accessible. Try these tips to make the Discussions tool more accessible to students:

•   Call out the Discussions link on the navbar by bolding the font or making it a 
different color.  

Release Conditions

Use release conditions to restrict 
access to course content, quizzes, 
dropbox folders, and other discussion 
topics by requiring users to first post to 
a discussion topic.

For example, an instructor teaching 
Introduction to Shakespeare can add a 
release condition to their Hamlet Act 1 
quiz requiring students create or 
respond to at least 3 posts in the 
Hamlet Act 1 discussion topic before 
they can access the quiz.
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Assessment

You can incorporate assessments into Discussions in a number of ways to maximize participa-
tion. Your options include: 

•   Creating a participation marks incentive (for example,  awarding weekly or monthly bonus 
marks to students who post over a specified amount in a topic, or who contribute the most 
meaningful posts in a topic).

•   Making specific forums or topics assessable.

•   Creating assignments that incorporate discussions (for example, having students compile 
and analyze their best posts in a dropbox submission).

•   Allowing students to rate their fellow classmates’ posts.

You can use Discussions to encourage increased course participation in a few ways:

•   Add a My Courses widget to the course 
homepage to notify students when there 
are unread or new discussion posts.

•   Create a custom widget containing links 
to important discussion topics.

•   Link to discussion posts in news items.

•   Integrate discussion topics directly into 
Content.



INTEGRATE DISCUSSION TOPICS INTO CONTENT

You can insert discussion topics directly into content modules when creating course content. This can be beneficial for both instructors and students:

Instructors: 

•   You can create discussion topics and threads as you think of them, rather than having 
to try and remember them until you are ready to switch tools. 

•   You can intersperse short (1-2 sentence long) topics throughout your content to solicit 
quick responses to thought provoking and targeted questions.

Students: 

•   Participating in discussions while doing readings can make their posts more thoughtful 
and on-topic, as their points will still be fresh in their minds.

•   Students can participate more frequently, effectively, and enthusiastically in discus-
sions when they are conveniently located in Content.
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By integrating discussion topics into course content, you can also tie the topic to 
Completion Tracking. You can require students manually track that they have partici-
pated in the discussion, or have Learning Environment automatically track them as 
complete once they post at least once in the topic. Use the Completion Tracking panel 
on the discussion topic’s page to find which users have posted in the topic and how 
many times, as well as which users have not yet posted in the topic.
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CREATE DISCUSSION FORUMS AND TOPICS

You can select certain options when creating discussion forums and topics to optimize course participation and student results.

Locking Options: Use locking options to restrict students from 
posting in a topic outside of the date limits you set. This is helpful 
when you have an assessment tied to the topic, and want to 
prevent your students from posting outside of the allowed time.

Tip: Select Display in Calendar so that your students are aware of 
when access to the topic opens and closes.

Users must start a thread before they can read and reply to other threads: This setting 
is helpful if you notice that students are copying or rewording other students’ responses 
to discussion questions. With this setting enabled, students must create an original 
posting before they can view any other posts in the topic, making it difficult for them to 
recycle other students’ answers. This is especially valuable when you are assessing their 
replies.

Assessment: Conveniently create or link existing grade items for your discussion topics 
inside the Assessment tab, without having to navigate to the grade book. This allows you 
to quickly and easily create assessable topics, including bonus topics. In addition, you can 
configure your topic to Allow assessment of individual posts, and select a Calculation 
method from the drop-down list. When this option is enabled, you can grade all posts from 
a student in the View Contributing Posts window, and see their topic score automatically 
calculate once you select Published and click Save.

Allow anonymous posts: This setting is appropriate for any topics where you want to 
encourage students to share their opinions on personal or controversial issues. Students 
are more likely to share their opinions on these types of topics if they know that they can 
keep them anonymous from their peers.

Note: You are still able to identify post authors if necessary by clicking Show Author from 
the post header. This allows you to identify any students who abuse the privilege of anony-
mous posting by writing inappropriate or offensive material.
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